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禪問 : 新時代修行的70個處方
Chan wen: xin shi dai xiu xing de 70 ge chu
fang
by Miaocan
Taibei : 2014. 272 p.. Paperback
This book is a collection of Q&A between Monk
Miaoshen and his students. The students come
from different countries including the United
States, the Soviet Union, Central and South
America as well as Chinese around the world. The
questions include body and mind, selfcultivation, and Zen Buddhism.
ISBN: 9789866436543
CHI70282 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

ADULTS/BOOK/PHILOSOPHY, HOROSCOPE:
每天一幅禅绕画
Mei tian yi fu chan rao hua
by Beckah Krahula
Shanghai : 2014. 127 p. Paperback
Simplified Chinese translation of 'One Zentangle
A Day' by Beckah Krahula. One Zentangle A Day is
a beautiful interactive book teaching the
principles of Zentangles as well as offering
fun, related drawing exercises. Zentangles are a
new trend in the drawing and paper arts world.
The concept was started by Rick Roberts and
Maria Thomas as a way to practice focus and
meditation through drawing, by using repetitive
lines, marks, circles, and shapes.
ISBN: 9787532286553
CHI68380 US$28.00(CA$40.00)

天堂際遇
Tian tang ji yu
by Eben Alexander
Taibei : 2014. 218 p. Paperback
Traditional Chinese translation of 'Proof of
heaven : a neurosurgeon's journey into the
afterlife' by Eben Alexander. A neurosurgeon’s
first-person account of his near-death
experience after an E. coli meningitis-related
seizure and seven-day coma will reassure
afterlife believers, though it is unlikely to
convince skeptics. Alexander’s credentials are
impressive: medical school at Duke and 15 years
at Harvard-affiliated hospitals.
ISBN: 9789861371740
CHI70313 US$18.90(CA$27.00)

不再恐慌 : 自律神經失調的身心靈整合療法
Bu zai kong huang: zi lu shen jing shi tiao
de...
by Tiansheng Xu
Taibei : 2014. 288 p.. Paperback
Among the modern busy stressful life, panic has
become the widespread phenomenon and
dysautonomia naturally becomes a modern common
disease. Autonomic symptoms of nervous system
disorders, in fact, becomes the onset of
"anxiety of death." This is a book which deals
with these topics and provides the readers with
a body and mind therapy.
ISBN: 9789866436574
CHI70280 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

不完美的禮物
Bu wan mei de li wu
by Brene Brown
Taibei : 2014. 259 p. Paperback
Traditional Chinese translation of 'The gifts of
imperfection' by Brene Brown. Brene Brown is a
leading expert on shame, authenticity, and
belonging. In this book she shares ten
guideposts on the power of Wholehearted living—
a way of engaging with the world from a place of
worthiness.
ISBN: 9789866112690
CHI70314 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

明鏡亦非臺 : 108 個禪宗故事的智慧人生
Ming jing yi fei tai: 108 ge chan zong gu
shi...
by Miaocan
Taibei : 2014. 352 p.. Paperback
Everyone has his/her own dedication. Ignorance
arises when one can not break his/her own
perseverance. It is like wearing a tinted lens
glasses, different colors represent different
person's dedication. The book is a collection of
Zen stories. Each story represents a
philosophical meaning. The stories will help the
readers achieve self-awareness.
ISBN: 9789866436550
CHI70281 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

ADULTS/BOOK/RELIGION:
學佛去除煩惱
Xue fo qu chu fan nao
by Kuanyun fa shi
Hong Kong : 2014. 208 p.. Paperback
A happy and wise man doesn't mean there is no
trouble in his life, but he faces the external
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environment in different way. Learning Buddhism
opens other window to view this world and bring
us the peace mind.
ISBN: 9789888254811
CHI70647 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

货币战争 5 : 山雨欲来
Huo bi zhan zheng 5: shan yu yu lai
by Hongbing Song
Wuhan : 2013. Paperback
From 2013, affecting the whole world -- gold
price, stock market, investments ... complicated
international economic conditions.
ISBN: 9787535471376
CHI68054 US$22.40(CA$32.00)

ADULTS/BOOK/SOCIAL SCIENCES:
哈佛這樣教談判力
Hafo zhe yang jiao tan pan li
by Roger Fisher
Taibei : 2013. 272 p.. Paperback
Traditional Chinese translation of 'Getting to
yes : negotiating agreement without giving in'
by Roger Fisher. A straightforward, universally
applicable method for negotiating personal and
professional disputes without getting taken-and
without getting nasty.
ISBN: 9789573272243
CHI66832 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

怎样在美国买房子
Zen yang zai Meiguo mai fang zi
by Jianli Liang
Fuzhou : 2014. 182 p.. Paperback
This is an essential guide for those who want to
purchase property in the United States. The book
also discusses economic condition, higher
education system, etc. What you need to pay
attention to in real estate and locations, EB-5
immigrant, etc.
ISBN: 9787533544256
CHI68866 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

鱸鰻變律師
Lu man bian lu chi
by Shon Hopwood
Taibei : 2013. 320 p. . Paperback
Traditional Chinese translation of English title
"Law Man: My Story of Robbing Banks, Winning
Supreme Court Cases, and Finding Redemption".
This book is an improbable-but-true memoir of
redemption -- the story of a young bank robber
who became the greatest jailhouse lawyer in
American history, and who changed not just his
own life, but the lives of everyone around him.
ISBN: 9789571357805
CHI67032 US$23.80(CA$34.00)

好孩子:三分天注定,七分靠教育
Hao hai zi: san fen tian zhu ding, qi fen
kao...
by Lan Hong
Taibei : 2014. 224 p.. Paperback
Don't believe in born geniuses, because geniuses
can be taught. The parental guide stresses on
the importance for parents to accept that every
child is different, and every child deserves
dignity. Learn to be a good parent before
expecting your child to be good.
ISBN: 9789573273905
CHI69167 US$17.50(CA$25.00)
請問首席執行官
Qing wen shou xi zhi xing guan
by Xiaoli Wu
Taibei : 2014. 304 p.. Paperback
Wu uses her lighted-hearted but in-depth ways to
present the plans of China's six top most
influencial CEOs, their experiences, new means
to face challenges, etc.
ISBN: 9789862418673
CHI69645 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

假如我的青春在哈佛
Jia ru wo de qing chun zai Hafo
by Renxian Jiang
Nanning : 2013. 248 p.. Paperback
Many people believe that going to Harvard is
like reaching paradise. Actually, Harvard is
like a purgatory with the reputation of
paradise. By the time you leave Harvard, your
value will increase many times because you will
have received the standardized Harvard education
...
ISBN: 9787555100072
CHI67812 US$16.80(CA$24.00)

马云正传
Ma Yun zheng zhuan
by Shiying Liu
Haikou : 2014. 387 p.. Paperback
Ma Yun is the Executive Chairman of Alibaba
Group, a family of highly successful Internetbased businesses. He is the first mainland
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Chinese entrepreneur to appear on the cover of
Forbes. This is the biography of his legendary
life.
ISBN: 9787550119222
CHI69794 US$22.40(CA$32.00)

imperfection' by Brene Brown. Brene Brown is a
leading expert on shame, authenticity, and
belonging. In this book she shares ten
guideposts on the power of Wholehearted living—
a way of engaging with the world from a place of
worthiness.
ISBN: 9789866112690
CHI70314 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

虎媽的戰甲
Huma de zhan jia
by Meier Cai
Taibei : 2014. 432 p.. Paperback
According to "Tiger Mom" Amy Chua and her
professor husband's findings, advantaged class
has three common characteristics: Better
emotional control, feeling insecure and better
control of rash behaviors. The book discusses
the conflicts and blind spots in traditional and
conventional parenting methods.
ISBN: 9789863421498
CHI69877 US$25.20(CA$36.00)

貨幣戰爭5: 後QE時代的全球金融
Huo bi zhan zheng 5: hou QE shi dai de quan...
by Hongbing Song
Taibei : 2014. 464 p.. Paperback
In April 2013, gold prices plummeted and the
drastic change shook the world. This book
analyzes why and how the US government repress
the gold market, as well as the root causes of
the plight of the dollar. Historically, gold has
always been a wealth of "Noah's Ark". The author
concludes that gold will be the biggest
beneficiaries of the dollar crisis.
ISBN: 9789573274643
CHI70324 US$28.00(CA$40.00)

自主學習, 決定未來
Zi zhu xue, jue ding wei lai
by Lan Hong
Taibei : 2014. 232 p.. Paperback
Your child's(ren) future success does not depend
on his or her grades in school, it depends on
how motivated he or she is. We have to
understand that, by nature, children are curious
and willing to learn, but not by force. We
should be by the child's side to guide along,
and know when to set him or her free.
ISBN: 9789863204930
CHI69878 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

ADULTS/BOOK/APPLIED SCIENCES:
香料女煮角
Xiang liao nu zhu jiao
by Longfei Ling
Xianggang : 2013. 128 p.. Paperback
The bilingual, Traditional Chinese/English,
cookbook focuses on eight types of spice, mix
and blend, and turn into over 40 rich and
delicious dishes.
ISBN: 9789621450951
CHI66381 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

未來在等待的銷售人才
Wei lai zai deng dai de xiao shou ren cai
by Daniel H. Pink
Taibei : 2014. 311 p. Paperback
Traditional Chinese translation of 'To sell is
human', a #1 New York Times Business Bestseller.
This book explores the ways in which we can all
improve our sales acumen in every area of our
lives and identifies the three personal
qualities and three essential skills necessary
to move people. This book presents us with the
tools and the tips to change the way we sell our
products, our ideas and ourselves.
ISBN: 9789862134283
CHI70311 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

茶療
Cha liao
by Yi Dang
Xianggang : 2013. 176 p.. Paperback
Tea as a part of healthy diet has been in
traditional Chinese culture for thousands of
years. Tea is good for the mind as well as for
the body. The book clafifies the mythis in tea
drinking by explaining different body types in
people. It also provides 200 types of effective
tea therapy.
ISBN: 9789621446695
CHI66383 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

不完美的禮物
Bu wan mei de li wu
by Brene Brown
Taibei : 2014. 259 p. Paperback
Traditional Chinese translation of 'The gifts of

葡萄的妙用
Pu tao de miao yong
by Alix Lefief-Delcourt
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Xianggang : 2013. 144 p.. Paperback
This is a very practical book introducing 100
ways to use common grapes for cooking, munching,
skin caring, etc.
ISBN: 9789621452054
CHI67332 US$14.00(CA$20.00)

boring. Like reading stories, the book explains
basic medical knowledge, especially women's
health.
ISBN: 9787539965956
CHI67836 US$17.50(CA$25.00)
食不絕口的中國菜
Shi bu jue kou de Zhongguo cai
by Lan Cai
Xianggang : 2013. 264 p.. Paperback
Cai is a famous TV personality who is a lover of
good foods. Although he has eaten gourmet foods
from around the world, his opinion is that
Chinese food is still the best. Here, he devotes
an entire book to introduce Chinese cuisine from
all four corners of China, plus traditional
dishes and newer fusion ones, as well as banquet
quality food and street side snacks.
ISBN: 9789882163218
CHI68440 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

家有過動兒: 幫助ADHD孩子快樂成長
Jia you guo dong er: Bang zhu ADHD hai zi ...
by Shufen Gao
Taibei : 2013. 168 p.. Paperback
For every parent, when the child is being
diagnosed as hyperactive or ADHD, that
translates into concerns and anxiety. Is ADHD
hereditary? Can ADHD be cured? Will long-term
medication affect my child's health? The author
is a health care professional, the book is a
summary of over 20 years of experience in the
area of ADHD. In easy-to-understand language,
she explains ADHD, gives advices and suggests
ways to help the ADHD child.
ISBN: 9789866112805
CHI67431 US$16.80(CA$24.00)

異國風主食料理
Yi guo feng zhu shi liao li
by Baiyang Hong
Taibei : 2014. 144 p.. Paperback
This bilingual (Chinese/English) cookbook
contains the most popular dishes from around the
world, including 60 main dishes and 10 basic
sauces and stock.
ISBN: 9789866062735
CHI68448 US$26.60(CA$38.00)

愛上水果甜點
Ai shang shui guo tian dian
by Youxuan He
Xianggang : 2013. 128 p.. Paperback
Fruits are colorful, flavorable and inviting.
Fruits can detox and are packed with fiber and
vitamins. The cookbook shows you how to use
fruits to make cakes, puddings, tarts, pies, ice
cream ...
ISBN: 9789621442239
CHI67595 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

做給銀髮族在家吃的特製便當
Zuo gei yin fa zu zai jia chi de te zhi bian
dang
by Kyoko Tateno
Taibei : 2014. 100 p.. Paperback
Every recipe is nutritionally balanced, tasty,
easy to make and perfect for the elderly.
ISBN: 9789862418260
CHI68688 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

百變羊毛氈小手作
Bai bian yang mao zhan xiao shou zuo
by Shouzuozai
Xianggang : 2013. 128 p.. Paperback
Wool felt has been around for a long time. The
hand feel of wool felt is loved by adults and
children alike. The book shows you how to use
wool felt to make into little dolls and toys.
The text and illustrations are easy to follow
even for beginners. The book is bilingual in
Chinese and English.
ISBN: 9789621452443
CHI67803 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

在家燒一手好菜
Zai jia shao yi shou hao cai
by Anqi Cheng
Xianggang : 2014. 80 p.. Paperback
The cookbook focuses on the "ccoking" or
"preparation" part of fixing a meal. So, all the
recipes offer here are delicious, easy to make
and leftovers can be conveniently stores.
ISBN: 9789621454058
CHI68747 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

只有医生知道2
Zhi you yi sheng zhi dao 2
by Yu Zhang
Nanjing : 2013. 320 p.. Paperback
Science and medical knowledge are no longer
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抗膽固醇家常湯水
Kang dan gu chun jia chang tang shui
by Sihao Xu
Xianggang : 2014. 224 p.. Paperback
Xu is a registered doctor of Traditional Chinese
Medicine. The cookbook offers easy-to-make soups
for maintaining cholesterol level -- 100 soup
recipes, 15 tea recipes, 10 acu-points massage,
etc. to lower cholesterol. Soups can be used for
the entire family. The cookbook is bilingual in
Chinese and English.
ISBN: 9789881660244
CHI68777 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

最新有机家庭盆栽种菜法
Zui xin you ji jia ting pen zai zhong cai fa
by Satoshi Fujita
Beijing : 2014. 112 p.. Paperback
Have you tried growing vegetables in flower
plots? Try it, and you'll enjoy the benefits.
You can easily find a spot for your flower-pot
vegetable garden, free of pesticides and other
chemicals.
ISBN: 9787550223660
CHI69064 US$19.60(CA$28.00)
iPad Air.iPad mini完全活用術
iPad Air.iPad mini wan quan huo yong shu
Taibei : 2014. 144 p.. Paperback
If you want to use iPad for work or for
pleasure, this book is for you. With easy-tounderstand language plus clear illustrations,
you will be able to maximize the functions of
your iPad.
ISBN: 9789863470649
CHI69164 US$14.00(CA$20.00)

爸妈轻松学平板
Ba ma qing song xue ping ban
by Mengmeng Wang
Beijing : 2014. 213 p.. Paperback
Tablet computers are not only for young people
anymore. The book is designed for our more
matured friends. The first part is to introduce
Android, the second part is for getting online,
reading books, signing up for social networks,
looking up information, online shopping, etc.
ISBN: 9787121221576
CHI68885 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

上海菜
Shanghai cai
by Zhicheng Zhuang
Xianggang : 2014. 96 p.. Paperback
Shanghainese dishes stress on freshness. The
book introduces almost 40 recipes of favorite
Shanghainese dishes. The cookbook is bilingual
in Chinese and English, plus kitchen tips.
ISBN: 9789621454638
CHI69496 US$11.20(CA$16.00)

歡樂節慶點心
Huan le jie qing dian xin
by Jingru Wang
Taibei : 2014. 112 p.. Paperback
New Year, Valentine's Day, Easter, Mother's Day,
Mid Autumn Festival, Halloween, Thanksgiving,
Winter Solstice, Christmas ... every holiday has
its own special goodies and delicacies. The
cookbook contains 60 delicious and nutritious
dishes for festivals, plus 16 stories about the
backgrounds of the festivals.
ISBN: 9789865813215
CHI69009 US$23.10(CA$33.00)

四川菜
Sichuan cai
by Zhicheng Zhuang
Xianggang : 2014. 96 p.. Paperback
Sichuan cuisine is one of the four most famous
Chinese cuisines that make up the famous Chinese
food. Sichuan dishes are rich in flavors and
known for a variety of cooking methods. The
cookbook offers recipes of almost 40 most
popular Sichuan dishes. The cookbook is
bilingual in Chinese and English.
ISBN: 9789621454621
CHI69497 US$11.20(CA$16.00)

決定一生健康: 4-6歲營養食譜
Jue ding yi sheng jian kang: 4-6 sui ying yang
...
by Guangchi Wu
Taibei : 2014. 216 p.. Paperback
Provide nutritious meals for your young
children, they will benefit for their entire
lives. The 450 recipes are specially designed
for children ages 4 to 6. They include main
meals, sides dishes and snacks.
ISBN: 9789865942632
CHI69020 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

客家菜
Kejia cai
by Junyi Wang
Xianggang : 2014. 96 p.. Paperback
Hakka (or Kejia) dishes are usually fresh, rich
and flavorable. The cookbook offers almost 40
recipes of favorite Hakka dishes. The book
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includes kitchen tips, and is bilingual in
Chinese and English.
ISBN: 9789621453426
CHI69498 US$11.20(CA$16.00)

ISBN: 9789865680060
CHI69872 US$26.60(CA$38.00)
一個人開伙也很棒
Yi ge ren kai huo ye hen bang
by Keiko Iwasaki
Taibei : 2014. 112 p.. Paperback
Cooking for one is easier than you think. You
can eat anything you please. The cookbook shows
you how to use simple ingredients, mix and
match, and turn into several different dishes.
ISBN: 9789865723514
CHI69873 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

意大利菜的第一堂課
Yidali cai de di yi tang ke
by Denice Wai
Xianggang : 2014. Paperback
If you think Italian cuisine is all spaghetti
and pizza, you don't know much about Italian
food. Normally in a meal, you will get
Antipasto, Primo, Secondo and Dolce, that is:
Appetizer, main course, second course and
dessert. No matter north or south Italy, people
eat fresh meat and seafood ...
ISBN: 9789882028388
CHI69585 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

穿顏色:日本時尚總監教妳最IN穿搭配色學
Chuan yan se: Riben shi shang zong jian jiao
ni...
by Kyoko Kikuchi
Taibei : 2014. 128 p.. Paperback
12 colors, 12 sensations, 12 feelings, 12 kinds
of beauty ... The book shows you how to use
colors to flaunt the best side of you.
ISBN: 9789861793368
CHI69875 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

吃出天生燒油好體質
Chi chu tian sheng shao you hao ti zhi
by Yufan Lai
Taibei : 2014. 256 p.. Paperback
Counting calories is not enough, balancing
nutritional values in your food intake is what
affect your figure and your health. Once you are
healthy, you can prevent many chronic illnesses.
ISBN: 9789866006586
CHI69606 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

Wifi活用秘笈
Wifi huo yong mi ji
by Weikang Sun
Taibei : 2014. 400 p.. Paperback
Everyday, many of our daily activities require
using Wifi, but is it safe against hackers? In
simple language, the book explains all you need
to know about Wifi.
ISBN: 9789863471707
CHI69890 US$26.60(CA$38.00)

轻断食: 正在横扫全球的瘦身革命
Qing duan shi: zheng zai heng sao quan qiu...
by Michael Mosley
Guangzhou : 2014. 240 p.. Paperback
This revolutionary new approach to weight loss
really is as simple as it sounds: you eat
normally five days a week, then for just two
days you cut your calories (500 for women, 600
for men). Scientific trials of Intermittent
Fasting have shown that it will not only help
the pounds fly off but also lower your risk of a
range of diseases, including diabetes, heart
disease and cancer.
ISBN: 9787535958662
CHI69764 US$14.00(CA$20.00)

醫仁王同你講視網膜病
Yi ren wang tong ni jiang shi wang mo bing
by Yixuan Wang
Xianggang : 2014. 120 p.. Paperback
Think of our eyes like a camera, if the lens
gets damaged, we won't be able to take good
photographs. Our retina is like that lens, if it
gets damaged, we may even go blind. Dr. Wang
tells us how to protect our retina and how to
tell symptoms when it has problems.
ISBN: 9789623482325
CHI69891 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

客家人的惜物廚房
Ke jia ren de xi wu chu fang
by Baolang Qiu
Taibei : 2014. 256 p.. Paperback
Kajia (or Hakka) people is a group of southern
Chinese people with their own subculture,
including unique cuisine. The cookbook includes
recipes of traditional Hakka dishes that you
won't be able to find at restaurants.

向巴黎夫人學品味
Xiang Bali fu ren
by Jennifer L. Scott
Taibei : 2014. 304 p.. Paperback
Traditional Chinese translation of 'Lessons from
Madame Chic : 20 stylish secrets I learned while
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living in Paris' by Jennifer L. Scott.
ISBN: 9789865865702
CHI70328 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

奥黛丽.赫本
Aodaili.Heben
by Donald Spoto
Beijing : 2014. 312 p..
Her name is synonymous with elegance, style
grace. Over the course of her extraordinary
and career, Audrey Hepburn captured hearts
around the world and created a public image
stands as one of the most recognizable and
beloved in recent memory. But despite her
international fame and her tireless efforts
behalf of UNICEF, Audrey was also known for
intense privacy.
ISBN: 9787505733701
CHI69810 US$22.40(CA$32.00)

改變世界的九大演算法
Gai bian shi jie de jiu da yan suan fa
by John MacCormick
Taibei : 2014. 320 p.. Paperback
Traditional Chinese translation of 'Nine
algorithms that changed the future : the
ingenious ideas that drive today's computers' by
John MacCormick.
ISBN: 9789866031557
CHI70338 US$25.20(CA$36.00)
媽媽的心意湯譜
ma ma de xin yi tang pu
by Chuquan Huang
Hong Kong : 2014. 160 p.. Paperback
A bowl of soup can nourish our body and mind to
be full of happiness. Drinking soup is an
impofrant family habits in Hong Kong. This is a
must-have collection of soup recipes inherited
from tradition nearly decades.
ISBN: 9789621455109
CHI70641 US$18.20(CA$26.00)

and
life
that

on
her

ADULTS/BOOK/LITERATURE:
跳痛人生
Tiao tong ren sheng
by Xuan Liu
Taibei : 2013. 208 p.. Paperback
This is a complicated time, everybody has to
face daily changes. The book consists of Liu's
observations and experiences in 10 years' time.
Crisis and opportunity are divided by a fine
line.
ISBN: 9789571357591
CHI66334 US$18.20(CA$26.00)

健康家常食譜
Jian kang jia chang shi ipu (E/C)
Hong Kong : 2014. 183 p.. Paperback
Healthy homemade recipes with step-by-step
bilingual instructions in English and
traditional Chinese.
ISBN: 9789628868544
CHI70785 US$26.60(CA$38.00)

那個最Man的人, 原來是女人自己
Na ge zui Man de ren, yuan lai shi nu ren zi ji
by Shenxue
Xianggang : 2013. 240 p.. Paperback
Most women wait for Mr. Right. The many essays
here explain that women are actually more "man"
than men. In other words, what women want from
men is actually what they expect from women
themselves. Therefore, don't let men stop your
world from turning; be a smart woman; love
doesn't have to be loud and colorful; learn to
find love, feel love, practice love.
ISBN: 9789888156504
CHI66393 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

ADULTS/BOOK/ARTS, MUSIC, SPORTS:
每天一幅禅绕画
Mei tian yi fu chan rao hua
by Beckah Krahula
Shanghai : 2014. 127 p. Paperback
Simplified Chinese translation of 'One Zentangle
A Day' by Beckah Krahula. One Zentangle A Day is
a beautiful interactive book teaching the
principles of Zentangles as well as offering
fun, related drawing exercises. Zentangles are a
new trend in the drawing and paper arts world.
The concept was started by Rick Roberts and
Maria Thomas as a way to practice focus and
meditation through drawing, by using repetitive
lines, marks, circles, and shapes.
ISBN: 9787532286553
CHI68380 US$28.00(CA$40.00)
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蔡瀾笑看人生
Cai Lan xiao kan ren sheng
by Lan Cai
Xianggang : 2013. 256 p.. Paperback
The book contains 300 favorites of Cai Lan's
essays. Cai Lan is a TV personality and a person
who enjoys good food. His essays include his
philosophy, views on love, enjoying life, etc.
ISBN: 9789882162938
CHI66447 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

CHI66845 US$19.60(CA$28.00)
大男人惡搞鳥
Da nan ren e gao niao
by Akuan
Xianggang : 2013. 264 p.. Paperback
Don't ever think that men are tough and strong.
You've been deceived. Men cannot be judged by
the surface, and definitely not by the
impression of women. The author is a man, and he
will tell you everything you want to know about
his own species.
ISBN: 9789882163133
CHI67082 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

后宮甄嬛傳教我的80件事
Hou gong Zhen Xuan zhuan jiao wo de 80 jian shi
by Xiyan
Taibei : 2013. 192 p.. Paperback
Empresses in the Palace or the Legend of Zhen
Huan, is novel being adapted into a very popular
long-running television series. It is about a
kind and innocent young woman who became one of
the favorite queen consorts of a Qing Emperor.
Gradually she caught up in the conflicts with
the Empress and other queen consorts that she
became cunning and deceitful. The story teaches
us about life, work, management, friendship,
love and more.
ISBN: 9789861858173
CHI66617 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

蔡瀾＠微博妙答3
Cai lan @ wei bo miao da3
by Lan Cai
Xianggang : 2013. Paperback
What is the difference between bosom buddies and
lovers? How to work hard to overcome laziness?
What is the right way to eat lard? All these
whimsical dialogs are from Cai Lan's blog. Cai
Lan is a very popular celebrity from Hong Kong.
ISBN: 9789888254224
CHI67160 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

張愛玲給我的信件
Zhang Ailing gei wo de xin jian
by Zhiqing Xia
Taibei : 2013. 424 p.. Paperback
Zhang, the famous novelist of the 1930s and Xia,
the author had over 30 years of friendship
connected by correspondence. They wrote about
anything, from everyday life to comforting each
other. From these letters, readers can feel the
friendship. Her letters came from Washington,
Ohio, Manhattan, Massachusetts, Los Angeles,
etc.
ISBN: 9789863230304
CHI66824 US$26.60(CA$38.00)

指尖上的中国
Zhi jian shang de Zhongguo
by Qiuyu Yu
Beijing : 2013. 288 p.. Paperback
This book is a collection of essays about
China's customs, history, civilization and
society from famous Chinese contemporary authors
-- Yu Qiuyu, Wang Anyi and Ye Zhaoyan. They use
their most delicate brush strokes and the most
unique perspectives to express their views of
China, to offer a visual feast, allow the
readers to be more close to the land and people
of China.
ISBN: 9787511331465
CHI67853 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

談一場不分手的戀愛
Tan yi chang bu fen shou de lian ai
by Xiaoxian Zhang
Taibei : 2013. 208 p.. Paperback
When you love somebody, that will be an
important part of your life. But why do you
always feel you don't quite know the one you
love? Why you are never content with your love?
When you eventually understand ... that will be
love. Love is not to love a perfect person, but
to accept an imperfect person.
ISBN: 9789573330042

愿风裁尘
Yuan feng cai chen
by Jingming Guo
Wuchang : 2013. 368 p. . Paperback
Guo jingming is a prominent writer,
screenwriter, filmmaker, comic magazine
editor... This book is a collection of his
complete prose works 2004-2013. He describes his
ten-year life experiences of frustration,
hardship as well as anticipation and adoration
from his fans. In this book, he presents a real
and best of himself.
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ISBN: 9787535451521
CHI67954 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

an entire book to introduce Chinese cuisine from
all four corners of China, plus traditional
dishes and newer fusion ones, as well as banquet
quality food and street side snacks.
ISBN: 9789882163218
CHI68440 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

今夜星光灿烂
Jin ye xing guang can lan
by Anyi Wang
Beijing : 2013. 281 p.. Paperback
The book is a record of Wang's memories and
understandings of people, including other famous
writers and celebrities, as well as ordinary
individuals, such as letter carriers or people
passing in the street. Wang believes that these
people add light in her life.
ISBN: 9787513312851
CHI67995 US$16.80(CA$24.00)

我可以不愛你
Wo ke yi bu ai ni
by Xiaoxian Zhang
Taibei : 2014. 208 p.. Paperback
I don't want to have a broken heart, but if I
have to lose my dignity, I'd rather lose you.
Love should be elegant. Collection of essays on
love. The author has been honored as the queen
of love stories.
ISBN: 9789573330523
CHI68613 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

灌溉心靈的半杯水
Guan gai xin ling de ban bei shui
by Zuyao Shen
Xianggang : 2013. 204 p.. Paperback
Shen is the principal of Hong Kong Chinese
University, a respected scholar and doctor. He
also is the one who leads the medical team to
fight SARS. The book is a collection of his most
favorite stories of thankfulness. They include:
Experiences of celebrities, inner thoughts of
criminals, those who are seriously sick ... Shen
hopes that with these stories, readers can get
lessons on the meaning of life. Don't blame
fate, don't envy others, happiness will come
naturally.
ISBN: 9789882163041
CHI68073 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

人间世
Ren jian shi
by Eryuehe
Changchun : 2014. 357 p.. Paperback
The book is a feast of Eryuehe's literary work,
it consists 120 essays about life -- Parental
affection, friendship, romantic love ... These
essays also reflect the course of Eryuehe's
life.
ISBN: 9787538741575
CHI68791 US$22.40(CA$32.00)
守住中国人的底线
Shou zhu Zhongguo ren de di xian
by Meng Wang
Beijing : 2014. 281 p.. Paperback
The book reveals Wang's views on China's top
administrators, advices for younger generation,
evaluations of his own achievements. Readers can
feel that Wang speaks from his heart.
ISBN: 9787550225312
CHI68871 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

無暇失戀
Wu xia shi lian
by Yishu
Xianggang : 2014. 247 p.. Paperback
When facing the death of a love affair, it is
very much like changing jobs, it is the time to
change from one lover to another. Naturally,
being ditched is painful, but before you find a
new lover, simply enjoy a glass of wine or some
good music ... time heals.
ISBN: 9789882013186
CHI68439 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

這樣的女人可以愛,那樣的女人不能碰
Zhe yang de nu ren ke yi ai, na yang de nu
ren...
by Lan Cai
Taibei : 2014. 240 p.. Paperback
What is the characteristics of a beautiful
woman? No matter if she is lovely or disgusting,
we love them all. This is the most honest, most
humorous, most straight forward confession from
a man.
ISBN: 9789573330561
CHI68900 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

食不絕口的中國菜
Shi bu jue kou de Zhongguo cai
by Lan Cai
Xianggang : 2013. 264 p.. Paperback
Cai is a famous TV personality who is a lover of
good foods. Although he has eaten gourmet foods
from around the world, his opinion is that
Chinese food is still the best. Here, he devotes
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四妙也
Si miao ye
by Lan Cai
Xianggang : 2014. 220 p.. Paperback
Cai is a popular television host and writer.
Before moving to Hong Kong, he had resided in
several Asian countries. He is well known for
his humor, and as a gourmand. With his typical
sense of humor, he writes about good food, good
friends, good time ...
ISBN: 9789888254538
CHI68929 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

into the sceneries of her memory.
ISBN: 9789573330677
CHI69136 US$22.40(CA$32.00)
冰心在玉壺
Bing xin zai yu hu
by Shaoming Liu
Xianggang : 2014. 272 p.. Paperback
Liu is good at depicting characters. If readers
read his works over and over again, they can get
different angles and different layers of
thoughts, personalities, incidents ...
ISBN: 9789888254552
CHI69143 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

最後的臨別禮物
Zui hou de lin bie li wu
by Qianhua Zhang
Taibei : 2014. 256 p.. Paperback
This title has been on the best selling list.
"12017, 12016, 12015 ... " Kain begins his count
down, because no male in his family had lived
passed 60. With this cruel family trait, he has
to make sure he lives well. Instead of blaming
his fate, he plans everything down to the
mortician.
ISBN: 9789862725436
CHI69039 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

守岁白驹
Shou sui bai ju
by Jingming Guo
Wuhan : 2014. 256 p.. Paperback
With his skilful writing styles, Guo thoroughly
depicts the complicated feelings of young
people.
ISBN: 9787535451545
CHI69293 US$15.40(CA$22.00)
李敖有趣: 活着你就得有趣
Li Ao you qu: huo zhe ni jiu dei you qu
by Ao Li
Shanghai : 2014. 292 p.. Paperback
Young people want to have an interesting life.
But where do you find interesting life? With
wisdom and humor, Li tells you that an
interesting life comes from knowledge, from
being child-like, from loving oneself, from
loving the world ...
ISBN: 9787553501871
CHI69539 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

想得美
Xiang de mei
by Han Han
Hangzhou : 2014. 224 p.. Paperback
Life is tiring, so why not think of it as nice
and sweet. The book contains 26 essays of
beautiful thoughts. Hope these beautiful
thoughts can bring joy to your life.
ISBN: 9787533939489
CHI69101 US$17.50(CA$25.00)
自由與文學
Zi you yu wen xue
by Xingjian Gao
Taibei : 2014. 216 p.. Paperback
Gao Xingjian is the 2000 Nobel Laureate of
Literature. The book is a collection of Gao's
lectures from around the world. Readers will get
his views on the world and survival.
ISBN: 9789570843620
CHI69131 US$18.90(CA$27.00)

随心
Sui xin
by Yishu
Beijing : 2014. 199 p.. Paperback
Going to work is good, if you don't have to go
to work, what will you do. You can't just
hangout all day. And, if you need to give an
excuse not to do something, you can always say,
"Sorry, I've gotta work." or "Sorry, I have an
appointment with a colleague." Therefore, work
can bring many wonderful things.
ISBN: 9787506073011
CHI69580 US$14.00(CA$20.00)

時間的旅人
Shi jian de lu ren
by Manjuan Zhang
Taibei : 2014. 256 p.. Paperback
We are all travelers of time, going through our
journey of life. Travel along with Zhang, look
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随意
Sui yi
by Yishu
Beijing : 2014. 318 p.. Paperback
City women can have a colorful life, especially
those who are young, smart and pretty, many
doors will open for them. Yishi is a seasoned
storyteller, in her unique style, she will take
you to peaks and valleys of emotions. Essays.
ISBN: 9787506073080
CHI69581 US$14.00(CA$20.00)

ISBN: 9789863205241
CHI70330 US$23.10(CA$33.00)
沉默與喘息
Chen mo yu chuan xi
by Lianke Yan
Taibei : 2014. 240 p.. Paperback
This is a collection of essays by Yan
Yan is a Chinese writer of novels and
stories based in Beijing. His work is
satirical, which has resulted in some
most renowned works being banned.
ISBN: 9789865823849
CHI70336 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

樹,不在了
Shu, bu zai le
by Wenqian Chen
Taibei : 2014. 304 p.. Paperback
Sisy Chen, a Taiwanese politician and television
commentator, walks out of the spotlight, leaving
behind the studio, away from the hustle and
bustle of spikes, a person in a calm, clear and
gentle flicks, out effort to tell young people
to think and look deep inside. 34 short,
unrelated media and politics; out of the island,
standing in a broader perspective, for young
people to see the ever-changing world.
ISBN: 9789571359984
CHI70085 US$25.20(CA$36.00)

Lianke.
short
highly
of his

我哥
Wo ge
by Yishu
Hong Kong : 2014. 241 p.. Paperback
Yishu's essays to appreciate her brother who
added many colors to her black-and-white teenage
and took her into the writing world.
ISBN: 9789882013230
CHI70628 US$21.00(CA$30.00)
原來我沒有生活 2
Yuan lai wo mei you sheng huo 2
by Yixing Wang
Hong Kong : 2014. 209 p.. Paperback
We all thought we had life, but in face, we just
repead the same life day after day ... Essays by
the youngest awarding-winning writer Wang
Yixing.
ISBN: 9789888287765
CHI70649 US$23.80(CA$34.00)

三都追夢酒
San du zhui meng jiu
by Asheng
Taibei : 2014. 272 p.. Paperback
A collection of prose by Asheng, a well-knowned
Taiwanese writer.
ISBN: 9789574449538
CHI70095 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

雲去雲來
Yun qu yun lai (Book+CD)
by Qingxia Lin
Taibei : 2014. 232 p.. Paperback
Essays by Lin Qingxia, also known as Brigitte
Lin. She was a popular actress, regarded as an
icon of Chinese cinema, who acted in both
Taiwanese and Hong Kong movies. This title comes
with a book and a CD.
ISBN: 9789571361048
CHI70718 US$35.00(CA$50.00)

我們說好不分手:張小嫻愛情散文精選
Wo men shuo hao bu fen shou: Zhang Xiaoxian...
by Xiaoxian Zhang
Taibei : 2014. 208 p.. Paperback
A selection of finest essays by Zhang Xiaoxian.
ISBN: 9789573331032
CHI70290 US$19.60(CA$28.00)
時代的摺痕
Shi dai de zhe hen
by Yuhui Chen
Taibei : 2014. 288 p.. Paperback
Essays by Chen Yuhui. Chen is a novelist,
journalist, theatre director and playwright from
Taiwan. She is best known for her book, China,
which won the Taiwan Golden Melody Award for
best novel and the Hong Kong Baptist
University’s Dream of Red Chamber Jury Prize.
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Yatsen. Morris A. Cohen is an Edmontonian. Ma
Kun is his Chinese name. He was a successful
realtor in Edmonton in 1910s. He later not only
became Dr. Sun Yatsen's bodyguard but also
served China in China for 21 years. He was
promoted to the rank of Major General of China's
millitary forces and awarded a grand medal of
the Victory Over Japan in the WW II. There is a
saloon named after him -"Two Gun Cohen Saloon"
in the Canadian Embassy in Beijing. There is
1936 Hollywood movie The General Died at Dawn
based on Two Gun Cohen's adventure in China.
ISBN: 9787515102955
CHI66909 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

ADULTS/BOOK/GEOGRAPHY/HISTORY/BIOGR
APHY:
父親與民國: 白崇禧將軍身影集
Fu qin yu min guo: Bai Chongxi ... (2 v.)
by Xianyong Bai
Taibei : 2012. 656 p.. Paperback
"My father was a part of the Republic of China,
he deserved a prominant position in history."
This is what the author said about his father,
General Bai. The author is an acclaimed
novelist, essayist, commentator ... and the son
of General Bai Chongxi, a key figure in
overturning the Qing Dynasty and establishing
the Republic of China. This two-volume set is a
photograph biography of Bai senior's political
life from China to Taiwan.
CHI66823 US$53.20(CA$76.00)

鱸鰻變律師
Lu man bian lu chi
by Shon Hopwood
Taibei : 2013. 320 p. . Paperback
Traditional Chinese translation of English title
"Law Man: My Story of Robbing Banks, Winning
Supreme Court Cases, and Finding Redemption".
This book is an improbable-but-true memoir of
redemption -- the story of a young bank robber
who became the greatest jailhouse lawyer in
American history, and who changed not just his
own life, but the lives of everyone around him.
ISBN: 9789571357805
CHI67032 US$23.80(CA$34.00)

大故宫 2 : 书+DVD
Da gu gong 2 (Book+DVD)
by Chongnian Yan
Wuhan : 2012. 262 p.. Paperback
The book is the result of the author's years of
historical research. This volume, he reveals
lives of the emperor's many women. There were
different levels of queen consorts and their
stipends were not the same. One way to promote
herself was to produce a prince or princess. The
court also had strict criteria in choosing queen
consorts, not only based on beauty.
ISBN: 9787535459855
CHI66835 US$16.80(CA$24.00)

三城三恋
San cheng san lian
by Wenyin Zhong
Shanghai : 2013. 344 p.. Paperback
This is a travel log of arts, cultures and
feelings. The three cities are: Mexico, Prague
and Oslo. The three artists are: Frida Kahlo,
Franz Kafka and Edvard Munch.
ISBN: 9787532762347
CHI67522 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

大故宫 3 : 书+DVD
Da gu gong 3 (Book+DVD)
by Chongnian Yan
Wuhan : 2012. 327 p.. Paperback
Continuing with the first two volumes, this one
takes readers to see the power struggle among
different groups within the palace, from
immediate members of the royal family to eunuchs
and maids. In addition, the author takes readers
to go outside of the Forbidden City and to visit
other favorite palaces and scenic places.
ISBN: 9787535462367
CHI66837 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

指尖上的中国
Zhi jian shang de Zhongguo
by Qiuyu Yu
Beijing : 2013. 288 p.. Paperback
This book is a collection of essays about
China's customs, history, civilization and
society from famous Chinese contemporary authors
-- Yu Qiuyu, Wang Anyi and Ye Zhaoyan. They use
their most delicate brush strokes and the most
unique perspectives to express their views of
China, to offer a visual feast, allow the
readers to be more close to the land and people
of China.
ISBN: 9787511331465

双枪将军马坤 : 孙中山的犹太保镖
Shuang qiang jiang jun Ma Kun
by Shouliang Dong
Beijing : 2012. 319 p. Paperback
Biography of General Ma Kun (Morris Abraham
Cohen)who was the Jewish bodyguard of Dr. Sun
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CHI67853 US$17.50(CA$25.00)

mentioned in his life. During the Chinese civil
war, the senior Wu was responsible for multimillion dollars' worth of gold and cash ...
ISBN: 9789571358468
CHI68527 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

曼德拉的传奇人生:从囚徒到总统
Mandela de chuan qi ren sheng: cong qiu tu...
by Rui Li
Haerbin : 2013. 284 p.. Paperback
Nelson Mandela was born on July 17, 1918 in
South Africa. He had university degrees and held
position of a lawyer. From 1994-1999, he became
the first Black president in south Africa and
was considered the Father of new South Africa.
This is Mandela's biography which includes his
27 years as a prisoner.
ISBN: 9787531732297
CHI68289 US$19.60(CA$28.00)

灵魂有香气的女子
Ling hun you xiang qi de nu zi
by Xiaoyi Li
Nanjing : 2013. 247 p.. Paperback
These women make others jealous, for they lead
colorful lives, capture the hearts of any man
they desire. Li wants to tell us that these
women are no different from others. What makes
them different is that when they are in a rut,
they know how to value themselves.
ISBN: 9787539966205
CHI68608 US$16.80(CA$24.00)

男人的菜市场
Nan ren de cai shi chang
by Kexiang Liu
Shanghai : 2014. 332 p. . Paperback
Each traditional market is a live museum. Every
day the market displays the surrounding local
characteristics on the street. Let this awardwinning author take you into local markets in
Taiwan. Liu walks around each market, presents
to you fresh vegetables, grains, fruits, meats,
local foods and snacks...
ISBN: 9787208117860
CHI68321 US$22.40(CA$32.00)

Milly的春日旅路提案
Milly de chun ri lu lu ti an
by Milly
Taibei : 2014. 320 p.. Paperback
The book is about Milly's many trips to Japan in
20 years. She has visited alll corners and
understands local culture.
ISBN: 9789866179693
CHI68682 US$28.00(CA$40.00)
生活舊金山
Sheng huo Jiujinshan
by Sixian Li
Taibei : 2014. 224 p.. Paperback
San Francisco - city of immigrants -- everybody
seems to be able to find a role to fit in. The
book takes you to leisurely tour the city.
ISBN: 9789865882617
CHI69160 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

食不絕口的中國菜
Shi bu jue kou de Zhongguo cai
by Lan Cai
Xianggang : 2013. 264 p.. Paperback
Cai is a famous TV personality who is a lover of
good foods. Although he has eaten gourmet foods
from around the world, his opinion is that
Chinese food is still the best. Here, he devotes
an entire book to introduce Chinese cuisine from
all four corners of China, plus traditional
dishes and newer fusion ones, as well as banquet
quality food and street side snacks.
ISBN: 9789882163218
CHI68440 US$24.50(CA$35.00)

吾家小史
Wu jia xiao shi
by Qiuyu Yu
Wuhan : 2014. 352 p.. Paperback
This is not only Yu's autobiography, but it
covers 100 years of the joy and sadness of the
entire extended family.
ISBN: 9787535449429
CHI69320 US$18.20(CA$26.00)

黃金往事: 一九四九民國人與內戰黃金終結篇
Huang jin wang shi: Yi jiu si jiu min guo ...
by Xingyong Wu
Taibei : 2013. 304 p.. Paperback
After his father passed away for many years, by
accident, Wu discovers over 40 water-stained
journals belonging to his father. This prompts
Wu to investigate into the past, it takes him
more than 10 years, but he finds out three
shocking secrets that his father had never

马云正传
Ma Yun zheng zhuan
by Shiying Liu
Haikou : 2014. 387 p.. Paperback
Ma Yun is the Executive Chairman of Alibaba
Group, a family of highly successful Internet-
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based businesses. He is the first mainland
Chinese entrepreneur to appear on the cover of
Forbes. This is the biography of his legendary
life.
ISBN: 9787550119222
CHI69794 US$22.40(CA$32.00)
奥黛丽.赫本
Aodaili.Heben
by Donald Spoto
Beijing : 2014. 312 p..
Her name is synonymous with elegance, style
grace. Over the course of her extraordinary
and career, Audrey Hepburn captured hearts
around the world and created a public image
stands as one of the most recognizable and
beloved in recent memory. But despite her
international fame and her tireless efforts
behalf of UNICEF, Audrey was also known for
intense privacy.
ISBN: 9787505733701
CHI69810 US$22.40(CA$32.00)

時代的摺痕
Shi dai de zhe hen
by Yuhui Chen
Taibei : 2014. 288 p.. Paperback
Essays by Chen Yuhui. Chen is a novelist,
journalist, theatre director and playwright from
Taiwan. She is best known for her book, China,
which won the Taiwan Golden Melody Award for
best novel and the Hong Kong Baptist
University’s Dream of Red Chamber Jury Prize.
ISBN: 9789863205241
CHI70330 US$23.10(CA$33.00)

and
life

習近平談治國理政
Xi Jinping tan zhi guo li zheng
by Jinping Xi
Beijing : 2014. 475 p.. Paperback
This book is a compilation of Xi Jinpings major
works from November 15, 2012 to June 13, 2014;
it comprises 79 speeches, talks, interviews,
instructions and correspondence in 18 chapters.
Traditional Chinese version.
ISBN: 9787119090566
CHI70991 US$21.00(CA$30.00)

that

on
her

天堂際遇
Tian tang ji yu
by Eben Alexander
Taibei : 2014. 218 p. Paperback
Traditional Chinese translation of 'Proof of
heaven : a neurosurgeon's journey into the
afterlife' by Eben Alexander. A neurosurgeon’s
first-person account of his near-death
experience after an E. coli meningitis-related
seizure and seven-day coma will reassure
afterlife believers, though it is unlikely to
convince skeptics. Alexander’s credentials are
impressive: medical school at Duke and 15 years
at Harvard-affiliated hospitals.
ISBN: 9789861371740
CHI70313 US$18.90(CA$27.00)
京都美食ABC
Jingdu mei shi ABC
by Yanling Wu
Taibei : 2014. 240 p.. Paperback
"Kyoto cuisine ABC" is the first complete
classification of Kyoto cuisine guide. Among
gorgeous dishes it features 60 A grade, B grade
national cuisine, Café dessert.
ISBN: 9789862726167
CHI70327 US$23.10(CA$33.00)
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